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1. Adverb

2. Adjective

3. Adjective

4. Noun

5. Adjective

6. Noun

7. Verb - Present Tense

8. Proper Noun

9. Proper Noun

10. Verb - Past Tense

11. Noun - Plural

12. Adjective

13. Noun

14. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present

15. Noun

16. Verb - Present Tense

17. Noun

18. Adjective

19. Verb - Past Tense

20. Noun - Plural

21. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present

22. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present

23. Adverb
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24. Proper Noun

25. Verb - 3Rd Person Singular Present

26. Noun

27. Proper Noun



Odyssey Book 18

Odysseus traveled Adverb to his house, disguised as a(n) Adjective beggar which was provided

by Athena. Another Adjective beggar, named Irus, challenges Odysseus to Noun fight(s).

Odysseus, being Adjective , decided only to punch him Noun time(s), but not kill him. Odysseus

ends up Verb - Present Tense Irus' jaw. After winning the fight, Amphinomos congratulates him. Odysseus

warns him that Proper Noun is returning and that he should leave. Amphinomos stays since Athena fates

him to die to Proper Noun . PeNELope Verb - Past Tense how the beggar (Odysseus) is being treated.

She asks Telemachus how someone could be treated like this? Telemachus says, "It's not my fault, it's the

Noun - Plural !" PeNELope, who is Adjective , takes a nap. While sleeping, Athena showers her in

Noun , make her more beautiful. Athena also fills her with confidence to talk to the suitors. When

PeNELope Verb - 3rd Person Singular Present , she goes to speak with the suitors. With her new- found beauty,

she captivates the suitors' Noun . She says "This is no way for me to be treated. You're Verb - 

Present Tense all my stuff! You should give me Noun , as that is the proper way to do it." Eurymachos

is the first to respond, give her an exquisite Adjective ring. Soon the other suitors give her lavish gifts,

even though they Verb - Past Tense all of their own stuff to get it. PeNELope goes up to her room with her

gifts, hoping it will inspire the suitors to take less and give more. That night, Odysseus tests the loyalty of his

maids. While the maids are holding the Noun - Plural , Odysseus says he can take over for them. They

Verb - 3rd Person Singular Present him and Verb - 3rd Person Singular Present at him. They of course don't know

he is Adverb . Odysseus, livid with his maids, threatens to tell Proper Noun . This frightens the

maids,



and they rush off. Eurymachos gets mad at Odysseus for scaring the maids off and Verb - 3rd Person Singular 

Present a bar stool at him. The stool missed and hits a Noun instead spilling Proper Noun

everywhere. Ampinomos stops the fight, turning the suitors attention back to the food.
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